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CON SPECTUS

A

s the top-down fabrication techniques for silicon-based
electronic materials have reached the scale of molecular lengths, researchers have been investigating nanostructured materials to build electronics from individual molecules.
Researchers have directed extensive experimental and theoretical efforts toward building functional optoelectronic
devices using individual organic molecules and fabricating
metal-molecule junctions. Although this method has many
advantages, its limitations lead to large disagreement
between experimental and theoretical results.
This Account describes a new method to create molecular electronic devices, covalently bridging a gap in a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) with an electrically
functional molecule. First, we introduce a molecular-scale
gap into a nanotube by precise oxidative cutting through
a lithographic mask. Now functionalized with carboxylic
acids, the ends of the cleaved carbon nanotubes are reconnected with conjugated diamines to give robust diamides. The molecular electronic devices prepared in this fashion
can withstand and respond to large environmental changes based on the functional groups in the molecules. For example, with oligoanilines as the molecular bridge, the conductance of the device is sensitive to pH. Similarly, using diarylethylenes as the bridge provides devices that can reversibly switch between conjugated and nonconjugated states.
The molecular bridge can perform the dual task of carrying electrical current and sensing/recognition through biological events such as protein/substrate binding and DNA hybridization. The devices based on DNA can measure the difference in electrical properties of complementary and mismatched strands. A well-matched duplex DNA 15-mer in the gap
exhibits a 300-fold lower resistance than a duplex with a GT or CA mismatch. This system provides an ultrasensitive way
to detect single-nucleotide polymorphisms at the individual molecule level. Restriction enzymes can cleave certain cDNA
strands assembled between the SWNT electrodes; therefore, these strands maintain their native conformation when bridging the ends of the SWNTs.
This methodology for creating novel molecular circuits forges both literal and figurative connections between chemistry, physics, materials science, and biology and promises a new generation of integrated multifunctional sensors and
devices.
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Introduction
This Account details a new method to create molecular electronic devices, covalently bridging a gap in a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) with an electrically functional molecule.
The top-down fabrication techniques developed for siliconbased electronic materials have reached molecular length
scales. Using these tools with nanostructured materials, themselves created through bottom-up chemical methods, provides
paths to new materials and devices. We grow individual
SWNTs that span metal electrodes and lithographically excise
a section of the nanotube, producing gaps of 1-10 nm. We
detail below bridging these gaps with molecules and the properties of the devices that result.
There has been extensive experimental and theoretical
effort directed toward creating functional optoelectronic
devices using individual organic molecules.1-7 Individual
organic molecules have both ultrasmall dimensions and an
overwhelming degree of diversity and functionality, with
essentially full control over molecular design through chemical synthesis. Multiple approaches are being explored for
metal-molecule-metal junction fabrication,8-12 the most
common being insertion of R,ω-dithiols between gold electrodes (Figure 1).7,12-16 Although this method has many
advantages, it suffers from some limitations: thiols are susceptible to air oxidation;17 gold electrode fabrication is difficult; precise control over contact geometry is challenging; it is
difficult to control the exact number of molecular bridges. As
a result, experimental charge-transport data gives broad
ranges of values for molecular conductance, and large disagreement exists between experimental and theoretical
results.11,12,18,19
An improved strategy would create a well-defined contact between the electrode and the molecule, would have
a limited number of binding sites, and would be intrinsically molecular. Since their discovery,20 carbon nanotubes
have been regarded as an exceptional material.21,22 Singlewalled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) have elementary chemical composition and bonding but exhibit perhaps the
highest degree of diversity among nanomaterials. 23-25
SWNTs are one-dimensional (1D) ballistic nanowires that
are intrinsically molecular, they can be processed, and their
π-bonding affords useful electrical behavior. SWNTs can be
either metallic or semiconducting, which gives rise to unlimited electrical versatility. Were one to connect different
SWNTs with different “molecular solders”, the various
energy alignments between the tubes and the bridging molecules would give a variety of physical behaviors. The
1732
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FIGURE 1. A single molecule between two gold contacts.

important distinction between the SWNTs and ordinary
metal contacts is that SWNTs are molecularly sized in their
width, infinitely long, and functional on their ends (but not
their sides). Thus, SWNTs are ideal contacts for flexible and
modular single-molecule devices.

Preparation of SWNTs as Point Contacts
We make SWNT electrodes by cutting the nanotubes by spatially resolved oxidation, leaving two ends separated by e10
nm.26 Our idea was based on work by Dai and co-workers
where carbon nanotubes were cut and used as contacts for
organic field effect transistors (OFETs).27 Our strongly oxidizing conditions produce tube ends that are capped with carboxylic acids.28 SWNTs are grown by chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) on silicon wafers to yield individual ∼1-2
nm diameter nanotubes.29 This method is illustrated in Figure 2. First, a <10 nm window is opened in a spin-cast masking layer of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) by electronbeam lithography. Oxygen plasma ion etching cuts the
nanotubes through the open window. The PMMA is removed,
leaving the carboxylate-functionalized SWNT point contacts.
The gap is located and imaged with atomic force microscopy
(AFM, Figure 2C).
The degree of cutting (and therefore the gap size) can be
controlled by varying the etching time. While longer etch
times give higher yields of cut tubes, they also give gaps that
are more difficult to bridge. Under optimized conditions,
∼20-25% of the tubes are completely cut. As we imply in
Figure 2, we deposit the SWNTs on SiO2 on doped Si, and we
make electrical contact to the remote ends of the tubes via
thermal evaporation of Au. When the gap is bridged by a conductive molecule, the assembly acts as a wire or a field-effect transistor, depending on the details of the constituent
parts.

Covalently Bridging Gaps in SWNTs with
Molecular Wires
A molecular bridge with the desired functionality is attached
to the carboxylates at the tube ends.26 The “molecular solders” are diamines; these are attached by immersing the
SWNT devices in a pyridine solution containing the
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FIGURE 2. (A) Oxygen plasma introduced through a defined PMMA window achieves precise cutting of SWNTs, (B) opening of a SWNT
yields carboxylic acid-functionalized point contacts separated by ∼2 nm, and (C) AFM image of the SWNT gap with (inset) height profile of
an isolated tube. The diameter of the SWNT is estimated to be 1.6 nm.

diamines and a coupling reagent (Figure 3A,B).28,30,31 All
the measurements described below were measured in
ambient conditions. Some of the devices that were open circuits after cutting show a finite conductance after this coupling. Measurements on devices before cutting, when cut,
and after reconnection are shown in Figure 3C,D. The background current for the device after cutting was at the noise
level of the measurement in the picoamp range. The black
curves show the source-drain current (I) plotted against the
gate voltage (VG) at constant S-D bias voltage (VSD ) 50
mV). The device in Figure 3C before cutting shows metallic behavior, and that in Figure 3D shows p-type semiconducting behavior. The red traces, taken after the oxidative
cutting, show no conductance (down to the noise limit of
the measurement, e2.0 pA). The green traces show the
devices after reconnection. The rejoined devices recovered
their original (i.e., metallic or semiconducting) behavior at
reduced values of I (the gate modulates the nanotube conductance more strongly than that of the molecules).
Examples of bridges that have been incorporated into
SWNT electrodes are shown in Figure 3B. The cruciform π-systems 132 and the longer oligothiophenylene 226 have a path
of through-conjugation for current flow, as well as side chains

(“R” in the figure) that not only make the molecules highly soluble but also provide them with considerable width. Given the
volume occupied by 1, 2, and 3, it is difficult to bridge the gap
with more than a few molecules. The amidation reaction also
allows for calibration of the etching process. For example, the
yield for connection of 1, as well as that of molecules of
length similar to 1, is ∼10%. Under identical conditions,
longer molecules 2 and 3 give lower yields in the connection reaction (∼5%). The amide junctions avoid some serious drawbacks of the chemistry of thiols on gold: oxidative
oligomerization of dithiols, stochastic switching,4 and lateral
surface mobility of metal grains.33
The difference between the current in a tube before it is
cut and after it is cut and reconnected by a molecule allows
us to estimate the conductance of the bridging molecule.
For example, the molecular conductance of 1 in the metallic device shown in Figure 3C is calculated to be 6.4 × 10-3
e2/h. One factor that hampers the extraction of more quantitative information is the device-to-device variation for any
given molecule. Variations in the molecular conformation,
the possibility of multiple molecular bridges, and the lack
of atomic-level precision in the cutting are ongoing
challenges.
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FIGURE 3. (A) Amine bridge joins the gap in SWNT, (B) examples of molecular bridges (1-3) spanning cut nanotubes, (C) metallic nanotube
electrodes connected with 1, and (D) semiconducting nanotubes electrodes connected with 1.

Functional Nanoscale Devices: pH Sensing,
Metal-Ion Recognition, And Photogated
Switching
The amidation is simple and quite general, and the contacts
provided by amide-linked molecular bridges are robust; this
allows the electrical properties of a wide variety of molecules
to be tested. One advantageous consequence is that we are
able to install functionality into the devices that allows them
to be sensitive to environmental changes. Here we detail
molecular devices that are sensitive to pH, metal ions, and
light.26,34
The electrical resistance of oligoanilines is sensitive to pH
in both bulk and molecular-scale devices. We synthesized
amine-terminated oligoanilines of a defined length and
assayed their conductivities in SWNT devices. The response to
pH for the semiconducting device bearing the oligoaniline
diamine 4 is shown in Figure 4. The oxidized, emeraldine,
form of the oligoaniline 4b is pH sensitive, the protonated
form 4a being more conductive.35 A series of protonations (pH
) 3) and deprotonations (pH ) 11) were performed, and
molecular conductance was observed to change by nearly an
order of magnitude, from ∼5.2 × 10-4 e2/h at low pH to
1734
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∼5.0 × 10-3 e2/h at high pH over many switching cycles. We
attribute the decay in the current in the devices to reorganization and degradation of the junction. When the same experiment is performed on devices connected with 2, which lacks
basic nitrogens and thus should not switch with pH, only a
slight pH dependence is seen. It is noteworthy that the change
is in the opposite direction from the device connected with the
pH- and redox-active oligoaniline 4. This nanodevice provides
a local monitor for pH based on one (or, at most, a few)
molecules.
SWNTs joined by molecule 3 (Figure 3) provide a starting
point for the fabrication of devices that recognize metal ions
(Figure 5). The acid-functionalized ends of cut nanotubes are
coupled with terpyridine-containing amines to generate device
5, which shows conductance at the noise limit of our measurement (red curve on Figure 5B). When the terpyridine ends
are ligated with Co(II) ion to form device 6, the current is partially restored (green curve). This indicates the utility of this
method in the construction of multiple-component molecular devices: a single component, the terpyridine, is not sufficient; a second component, the metal ion, is required for a
complete circuit. This provides a potentially valuable method
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FIGURE 4. (A) Oligoaniline 4 provides a redox- and pH-sensitive
molecular bridge. Protonation and deprotonation give rise to high(4a) and low-conductance (4b) forms. (B) Green circles show the ONstate resistance for 4 when alternately immersed in solutions of low
and high pH. The blue triangles show small changes in ON-state
resistance for 2 when alternately immersed in solutions of low and
high pH.

for the recognition of individual metal ions. This method
would only be limited by diffusion of the analyte to the receptor and the association constant between the metal ion and
the ligand.
We have also made photodetective molecular devices by
bridging the cut in SWNT electrodes with light-sensitive molecular solder.34 Diarylethenes switch between open (nonconjugated) and closed (conjugated) states36 and have been
installed into single molecular devices with gold contacts.37,38
The thiophene-based device 7 can be switched from an insulating open form to the conductive closed form but not back
again, while the pyrrole-based device 8 does cycle between
the open and closed states (Figure 6).
In solution, the diamines that form 7 and 8 photocyclize
with UV light (365 nm), and photoreversion occurs with visible light (>500 nm). As expected, when the open 7 device
(made with either metallic or semiconducting cut SWNTs) is
irradiated with a low-intensity (23 W) UV source (365 nm),
there is a 25-fold increase in conductance. We attribute this
to the photoclosure of the diarylethene (giving closed 7) that
opens a conjugation pathway between the two SWNT electrodes. When the light is extinguished, the current through the
device remains at the higher level for several weeks. Closed
7 is unable to revert back to the open state photochemically.39

FIGURE 5. (A) Terpyridylamine-functionalized SWNT ends
incorporate Co2+ ions completing the circuit, and (B) drain current
in the device as a function of the gate voltage (Vg).

The pyrrole-based molecular switch, 8, closes photochemically and reverts to its open state thermally. This supports the
hypothesis that it was the excited-state of closed 7 that was
responsible for its inability to switch.40 When a cut SWNT is
reconnected with open 8 diamine, the source-drain current
is very low (Figure 6C). With UV irradiation, the bridge cyclizes,
and the current increases by more than 5 orders of magnitude (Figure 6D). The low-conductance state is restored when
the device is kept at room temperature, and the on/off cycle
can be toggled many times, although the magnitude of the
difference becomes less. The high conductance of closed 8
may be a consequence of multiple bridges in the SWNT gap,
because the diameter of the tube can accommodate as many
as eight molecular bridges. UV-pulse experiments support the
notion of several molecular bridges; there is an observed
increase in conductance after each pulse.34
The ability to functionalize the ends of cut nanotubes has
led to a variety of functional nanoscale devices. SWNT-based
sensors for pH changes, metal ions, and light have been
assembled and studied. We describe multicomponent singlemolecule electronic devices discussed in the next section.
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FIGURE 6. (A) Photoswitchable molecular bridges between the
ends of individual SWNT electrodes, (B) bridges switch between
nonconjugated and conjugated structures, (C) individual
semiconducting SWNT bridged with open 8, and (D) device after
UV-irradiation to form closed 8. This is the same device before UVirradiation (open 8).

Single-Molecule Devices as Scaffolding for
Studying Individual Protein-Ligand
Interactions
We adapted this method to form complex, multicomponent,
selectively reactive nanostructures.41,42 A cut SWNT is bridged
with a molecule that is functionalized such that it can be
derivatized with a second reagent, a probe molecule. The
probe then binds to a third molecule, a complementary
binder, to form a noncovalent complex. Each step of assembly can be monitored electrically. One key advantage of this
approach to molecular sensing is the ability to form a welldefined linkage between a molecular wire and a probe molecule. Furthermore, because it is constructed from a single
molecule, each device has the capacity to monitor individual
binding events.43 This methodology demonstrates an attractive connection between electrical conduction and
biology.24,43-50
Using the approach outlined above, we have electrically
detected oxime formation on the molecular bridge and subsequently detected the noncovalent binding between ligand
(biotin) and protein (streptavidin). To do this, cut SWNTs, prepared as described above, are reconnected with the diamino1736
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fluorenone (Figure 7A), and the ketone moiety is used as a
chemoselective binding site via the formation of an oxime.51
The fluorenone device 9 is converted to the corresponding
oxime-based device 10 by treating it with the alkoxyaminemodified biotin derivative in solution (Figure 7B).
The electrical properties of these devices were characterized by monitoring the current as a function of the voltage
applied to the silicon back gate (Figure 7C). The semiconducting device behaves like a p-type transistor, and two of its characteristics change upon reaction: the ON-state resistance and
the threshold gate voltage, VTH. The ON-state resistance of the
ketone device 9 is higher than that of the oxime device 10
(2.6 vs 2.2 MΩ),18,19 and VTH in 9 is higher than that in 10
(3.3 vs 2.5 V). The functionalized device 10 is then placed in
a solution of streptavidin, a protein known to form a highaffinity complex with biotin. The complex device 11 shows a
drastic reduction in ON-state resistance from 2.2 to 1.1 MΩ
upon association with streptavidin. This large change in resistance arises from a localized, individual probe molecule wired
into the circuit, which makes this system a unique, multicomponent, molecular-scale sensor. The origin of this difference is
not well-understood but could arise from ionizable groups of
the protein being placed near the molecular bridge.41
The programmed information of the biotin/streptavidin
binding can be used as a tool to construct even more complex heterostructures. For example, nanoparticles coated with
streptavidin are used to localize a Au nanoparticle (Figure 8).
There is a decrease in the ON-state resistance and a negative shift in VTH.

Conductivity of a DNA Duplex Bridging a
SWNT Gap: DNA Hybridization Sensor
The method of constructing multicomponent conducting
devices has been applied to measure the conductivity of a
DNA duplex.42 Numerous charge transport measurements on
DNA strands bridging two electrodes have been carried
out,52-55 yielding a remarkably wide range of resistance values (1-107 MΩ). In all of the DNA conductivity measurements carried out so far, either the integrity of the DNA is not
well established, the connections to the duplex are not well
defined, or the measurement is not definitively of a single
DNA duplex. Therefore, the integration of DNA strands into
SWNT electrodes allows the first measurements of electrical
properties of a single DNA duplex in its native conformation
(vide infra).
Two different device conductivities are explored (Figure 9).
In one case, the 5′ ends of a DNA duplex are modified with
amines, which are then linked to the ends of a cut SWNT (Fig-
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FIGURE 7. (A) Bridging the gap in a cut SWNT with a diamino-substituted fluorenone to form the single-molecule device 9, (B) reaction
sequence where the fluorenone is condensed with an alkoxyamine-derivatized biotin to form the oxime 10 on the molecular bridge, which
is then able to bind streptavidin to form the noncovalent complex 11, and (C) current-voltage characteristics for each step of the reaction
sequence.

FIGURE 8. (A) Biotin-tethered device 12 binding to a streptavidin-coated ∼5 nm gold nanoparticle, (B) current-voltage characteristics for
each step of the reaction sequence, and (C) AFM image of a gold nanoparticle located at the molecular junction.

ure 9A) in such a way that each end of the two strands is
bound to an electrode. In another case, both the 3′ and the 5′
ends of a single DNA strand are amine-functionalized, and a
single strand is bound between SWNT ends (Figure 9B), which
allows the measurement of electrical properties of complementary and mismatched strands. The representative I-V
curves for both types of devices are shown in Figure 9. The

devices were measured in ambient conditions. Before cutting
(black curves), the device in Figure 9A is a p-type semiconductor, while that in Figure 9B is a metallic device. After cutting and initial treatment of the gap with coupling agents (red
curves), the devices show no measurable current. The green
curves illustrate the conductance after the two devices are
reconnected with amine-modified DNA strands. In both cases,
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FIGURE 9. Source-drain current vs VG at a constant source-drain voltage (50 mV) for (A) semiconducting SWNT device with DNA sequence
connection and (B) metallic SWNT device with DNA sequence connection.

the reconnected carbon nanotube devices recover their original p-type semiconducting or metallic properties. These measurements place the resistance of well-matched DNA duplexes
with ∼6 nm length in the range of 0.1-5 MΩ. For comparison, highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) with similar
dimensions should also be ∼1 MΩ.42
In a different experiment, devices with mismatched DNA
are studied (Figure 10), because DNA-promoted charge transport is found to be exquisitely sensitive to the integrity of the
base pair stack.56,57 A device reconnected with a well-matched
(WM) DNA duplex is dehybridized and subsequently rehybridized with two different strands with a mismatch nucleotide, to
generate CA and GT mismatches (Figure 10A). Rehybridization with a strand generating a CA mismatch reduces the current significantly and yields an increase in the ON-state
resistance of nearly 300-fold from 0.5 to 155 MΩ (Figure
10C). Replacing the CA mismatch with a GT mismatch does
not change the device characteristics. The original ON-state
resistance and current levels can be recovered by replacing
the GT mismatch with the original WM sequence.
The integrity of the DNA duplex is necessary for its conductivity. This is confirmed by an experiment in which a
restriction enzyme Alu I is used to cut the DNA, eliminating the
conductive path. Since the enzyme only acts on DNA in its
native conformation, this shows that the DNA duplex is intact
under the experimental conditions.

tivity across a single small molecule. As shown in the previous example using DNA duplexes, the conductance is
maintained when two appropriate molecules (in that case, two
complementary single strands of DNA) are held together via
hydrogen bonding. This method can also measure the current across a set of molecules that self-assemble between two
ends of a cut SWNT. Monolayers of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons assemble in the gap to complete the transistor structure.58 These oligomolecular transistors show large current
modulation and high gate efficiency.
The devices are formed through self-assembly of organic
semiconductors on the oxide surface of a silicon wafer.59,60
Contorted hexabenzocoronene (HBC) (Figure 11) is used here
because compound 13A, which is surrounded by four alkyl
groups, self-organizes into molecular stacks with exceptional
semiconducting properties.61 The molecules are functionalized (Figure 11A) so that they both assemble laterally and
covalently attach themselves to the substrate (Figure 11B,C).
The coverage on quartz windows is estimated to be ∼0.7 molecules in a 1 nm × 1 nm square for both 13B and 13C. The
monolayers are π-stacked as confirmed by IR, UV-vis, surface X-ray scattering, and photoluminescence.
When the SWNT point contacts detailed above are used as
the source and drain electrodes, transistors that have high
gate efficiency and large ON/OFF ratios can be made from
monolayers of 13B and 13C. The electrical properties of these

Chemoresponsive Monolayer Transistors

monolayer transistors are responsive to electron acceptors

Devices made by cutting and rejoining single-walled carbon
nanotubes are not limited to the measurement of the conduc-

such as tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) because the active
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channel of the devices is exposed and available for recogni-
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FIGURE 11. (A) HBC molecules. Compound 13A assembles to 1D
stacks; compounds 13B and 13C bind to silicon oxide via the acid
chloride moieties. (B) Model with three layers color-coded to show
relative thickness. (C) Monolayers of self-assembled stacks being
probed with SWNT electrodes.

FIGURE 10. (A) Replacing well-matched (WM) duplexes with CA
and GT mismatches. (B) Source-drain current versus VG of a SWNT
device taken through the sequence 1 through 6. The current levels
for curves 2, 3, 5, and 6 are ∼300 times lower. (C) Source-drain
current at VG ) -3 V at a constant source-drain voltage (-50 mV)
for the sequence 1 through 6.

tion. Given the affinity of the electron acceptor TCNQ for the
molecules such as coronene,62 it likely acts as a dopant for the
stacks by accepting π-electrons through charge transfer
between the electron-deficient TCNQ and the electron-rich
HBC. These chemoresponsive devices have utility as ultrasensitive devices for environmental and chemical sensing.

Summary
Cutting single-walled carbon nanotubes and rejoining the ends
with conductive organic molecules provides a new generation of nanoscale devices. The ability to perform electrical
measurements on truly single-molecule devices allows virtually unlimited possibilities to study the electronic properties of
organic molecules and biological systems. Progress in this field
has been remarkable. Starting with simple connections of
nanotubes by small organic molecules, research has expanded

to include molecules with various functionalities. This gave
such functional devices as pH, redox, and ion sensors and
reversible photogated switches. Furthermore, single-molecule
devices have given rise to multicomponent functional assemblies, geared to study important interactions in biology, materials science, and organic chemistry through precisely
programmed chemical reactions and molecular recognition.
This work is an example of how the ever-reducing dimensions
of device fabrication can connect electrical conductivity with
seemingly disparate disciplines.
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